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A New Image For Toner Processing
Chemically produced toner (CPT) is fast becoming the technology of choice in the
imaging field as it produces a more controlled particle shape and size, while using
less energy and producing less waste than conventional processing. The process
does, however, require a solid-liquid separation step to recover the toner, and at
the same time, the filter cake must be efficiently washed to a very low residual
contaminant level.
Early CPT producers concentrated on using horizontal filter presses for this step, but
the latest installations now consider employing the Larox range of automatic
vertical filter presses for a number of reasons.
While both C and DS Series filters can be used in CPT isolation, the DS filter
especially offers considerable advantages over other filter types. These advantages
include:
The success of the filter is a result of the filter chamber design. Every chamber has
a filtrate collector plate on both the upper and lower side, each covered with a
section of the endless filter cloth. This produces double-sided filtration as the filter
cake forms on both the upper and lower sides of the chamber, while the slurry is fed
into each filter chamber.
The filtration chamber design is also suitable for slurries that filter slowly due to a
design that effectively causes the chamber to expand as the filter cake forms. By
incorporating both chamber sides to build up the cake, less chambers are required
as thinner cakes can build on double the surface area.
Furthermore, the horizontal configuration of the filter plates ensures an even cake
buildup on both sides. As a result of this even structure, cake washing and
subsequent squeezing and blowing can be configured to provide optimal product.
With areas from 1.8 to 160 square meters in three plate sizes, there is a Larox DS
filter to meet almost any application.
For more information, contact Larox Corp. by e-mailing info@larox.com or visiting
www.larox.com.
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